GERMANY’S UNIQUE LOCATION FOR INNOVATION

CONNECT.
CREATE.
COLLABORATE.
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At LabCampus, we’re creating
an innovation cosmos in which
people, ideas and technologies
converge to shape the future.
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A city of tomorrow. For innovators of today.
At a glance.
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Room for innovation.
Where work and life grow together.
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Together towards the future.
Enabled by innovation services. In an active community.
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Contact & imprint

SPARKING
COLLABORATIVE
INNOVATION.
At LabCampus you rent more than just
an office. As a resident you are part of
our community, benefiting all the way
from the active role that the LabCampus team take in the innovation process
around you. We establish networks and
stimulate collaboration—from co-development, prototyping and demos to
delivery. This happens from within the
campus community itself, and outside of
it: with the regional, national and international companies and partners that
make up our vibrant innovation ecosystem.
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New working and living environments on approx. 500,000 square meters
Over the next few years, we’ll be creating a lively environment infused with the latest New Work dynamics. On an
area equal to 70 soccer fields, across four quarters, this is a space for both new and established companies. In
dialog with our residents and interdisciplinary experts, we want to create a work-life scape that stimulates creativity and collaboration and seamlessly caters to everyday needs from those directly on campus to those in the
adjacent Airport City.

A CITY OF
TOMORROW.
FOR INNOVATORS
OF TODAY.

Terminal 1

The Walkway

Novotel
Future site of Munich
Airport Headquarters

ibis Styles

Quarter 4
Quarter 3

LAB 48

Quarter 2

Hyde Living
Quarter 1

50 million
potential testers

Agip
gas station

Access road A92

Become a resident and experience the community

At a glance.

Want to know more about our rental spaces?
Would like to experience the LabCampus community for
yourself? Contact us:
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Airport City
MAC Forum

Visitors Park

LAB 52
AirportAcademy

LabCampus is a unique innovation cosmos taking shape at the
site of Munich Airport. A place
where people and companies
from different industries come
together to work on the solutions to today’s problems.

Terminal 2
Satellite Terminal

contact@labcampus.de oder
community@labcampus.de

LabCampus and its community are constantly growing both on the construction site and in parallel via
digital, physical and hybrid platforms. LAB 48—our premier office building offering over 30,000 sqm of
space—will open in March 2022. LAB 52 will follow as its neighbor at the end of 2022. That’s 15,000
sqm of space available to rent at the building that will also host the new AirportAcademy. Preliminary
events and services can be experienced and booked even before the buildings are completed.

Our proximity to Munich Airport has
an impact that goes far beyond the
region: LabCampus residents benefit from both national and international connections. With up to 50
million passengers per year, ours is
the ideal environment to present innovative products and services and
test them with existing and future
customers. Direct feedback from
your target audiences will help you
zero in on improvements that can
potentially shorten development
times.

ROOM FOR
INNOVATION.

Room for Innovation.

LAB 52 Airpo

rtAcademy

LabCampus is much more than a name. It’s
an innovation cosmos with a singular approach to connecting, creating and collaborating. Aspiring to offer companies an ideal
environment for cross-industry collaboration. By building an inspiring, urban working
environment that brings work and life together—intelligently. Where space for quiet
reflection and intense work is just as generously available as space for lively exchange
and social encounters—formal or informal,
planned or spontaneous.
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UNITY IN DIVERSITY.

Room for Innovation.

Office buildings, showrooms and restaurants with diverse facades, generous open spaces and lush green areas woven between—we are modeling
LabCampus on the iconic urban environments that have gone before. The
overall architectural concept deliberately favors contrasts and variety,
stimulating human creativity. Each quarter subtly captures the architectural
highlights associated with the nearby airport.
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Airport City: close at hand
The LabCampus ecosystem exists in symbiosis with Munich Airport. Europe's only 5-Star Airport is more
than just a gateway to the world. Here, international culinary delights and first-class shopping await: A wide
range of restaurants, cafés and bistros serve dishes from every cuisine imaginable. There’s even a Bavarian beer garden with its own brewery! Shop till you drop in Airport City—from fashion to tech gadgets to
everyday—you'll be sure to find what you want and more.

EVOLVING UNDER
THE OPEN SKY.
The creative drama in the design continues throughout the outdoor
space. Lush green spaces, parks and squares, exclusive and public terraces don’t just invite you to kick back and relax. In fact, they are an
integrative part of a working and living concept that sees the potential in every space for work, social exchange and outdoor activity. Each
quarter offers these in diverse abundance—for everyone to access and
explore via "The Walkway" that meanders through them.

Room for Innovation.

Finding inspiration
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At LabCampus, orientation and inspiration go hand in hand:
delicate, luminous tree sculptures created especially for
LabCampus adapt to their environments creating lighting
zones that guide visitors through the growing innovation
cosmos. Quarters, open spaces and squares all have their
own distinctive names.

Sustainable from the ground up
LabCampus focuses on the solutions of tomorrow. And on innovations that boost competitiveness—for our
residents, the region, Germany, and Europe. These all, ultimately, contribute to the sustainable development
of our planet. Starting close to home, we work to achieve Munich Airport’s ambitious goal of becoming climate-neutral by 2030 and upholding the implementation of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
At LabCampus, we are literally laying our foundations by building according to recognized sustainability standards. Wherever possible we use recycled materials. We are powered by renewable energy sources like geothermal and photovoltaics. And we use natural materials indoors and out—even planting living facades. This
is how we manage to not only conserve vital natural resources but also create an atmosphere around sustainability. Here, our LabCampus residents feel comfortable and can focus on developing ideas for the future.

SET UP FOR COLLABORATION.
STYLED INDIVIDUALLY.

Room for Innovation.

The world of work is undergoing monumental
change. We want to show you what the future has
to offer. And our Leitmotif Interior has been designed with this in mind—capturing the trends and
demands of the workplace today and fusing them
with the anticipation of tomorrow. There’s places
to quietly reflect and places to host lively all-hands
meetings. There’s the chance to offer fixed work
areas or flexible hot desking. In fact, whether you
want a physical office space, or even a bridge to
remote working through a hybrid concept, there’s
something for everyone. We think in Future Work
dimensions, which is why together with our partners, we’ve developed three layouts and design
concepts that allow for maximum flexibility with
minimum effort—including suggestions for community areas. You can use these on plan or go your
own way entirely. The choice is yours.
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A beacon in the
apartment world
Europe’s first Hyde Living will be built at
LabCampus and will offer much more
than just a place to shower and sleep: the
230 serviced apartments are tailored to
temporary stays and feature rooms that
are as stylish as they are thoughtfully
furnished. Here you get privacy and freedom but with the full-service portfolio
you’d expect of a live-in hotel. A modern
yet familiar vibe can be felt throughout
including in the exclusive bar and gym
where you can indulge at your leisure—
the perfect recreational complement to
LabCampus life.

CAMPUS
ON THE MOVE.
Personalized sports programs, community
workouts, exciting joint events at the nearby
Airport City, our list of sport and leisure services is growing as fast as we are.

Room for Innovation.

Eating at LabCampus:
food for thought
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The diverse gastro concept, which is designed for both eating
and meeting, also gives a taste of how innovation and collaboration is top of mind in every area of LabCampus. Here, different flavors and influences will come together to create a
constantly evolving whole. Bursting with variety, alive with the
sound of inspired voices, and open all day—we’re working on
making eating at LabCampus a culinary, cultural and social experience. Be it before, during or after work.

TOGETHER
TOWARDS
THE FUTURE.

Together towards the future.

From giant leaps in technology and social
change, to environmental awareness and innovation, companies face more complex challenges than ever before. They are under huge
pressure to continuously adapt themselves,
offer new services and create disruptive solutions—all the time balancing financial risk and
showing profit. It is our view that this cannot
continue to happen behind closed doors. Instead, individual organizations must come together in cross-industry formations. Collaborating. Developing through shared iterations.
And innovating together at the heart of the
customer experience. This will involve an openness to sharing results that benefits everyone.
And harnessing the expertise of external stakeholders across the innovation processes.
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At LabCampus we actively support you in
navigating the constantly changing world
of innovation.

Customized innovation services to suit you
One thing is clear: no two companies are the same. That’s why at LabCampus we’re committed
to developing a portfolio of relevant, easy-to-use innovation services designed to meet your
unique needs. From analyzing your customer marketplace and the trends that are changing
business dynamics forever, to the support of our partners and actual product deployment—
we’ve got you covered. Our goal is simple: We want to remove barriers. We want to give you
the space you need to develop new products and services. And we want to help you do it with
reduced risk in an environment dedicated to exploring trial and error.

OUR RESIDENTS
SHAPE THE PORTFOLIO.
Our broad portfolio of innovation services is made possible by the LabCampus ecosystem. This is based on the local infrastructure around
us, our own assets and the know-how within the LabCampus team. It
includes the expertise and tools held by our innovation partners, and
is ignited by the full potential of access to Munich Airport. But ultimately it’s our residents that decide what the portfolio should include:
we work with you to continuously build up and expand our services in
line with your needs. There’s a lot more collaboration to come, but the
first successful joint efforts include the Innovation Bootcamp and the
Terminal Testlab.

Testing and two-way dialog
at Europe’s first 5* airport
Our innovation ecosystem extends beyond campus. Take Munich Airport hosting thousands
of international air travelers a day with their own opinions and habits, upon whom products
can be tested and where innovative prototypes get their first debut. And let’s not forget the
airport too—it’s physically an expansive ideal testing ground for innovative products and
services.

Together towards the future.

Open innovation with the Terminal Testlab
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Find out more about current
(bookable) and forthcoming innovation services at
www.labcampus.de/en/innovation

With the exclusive Terminal Testlab at Munich Airport, LabCampus actively supports
companies in the process of innovating. Present your ideas in the security area, reach your target audiences, and collect valuable feedback for market research, beta
tests and studies. The opportunities are as diverse as the audiences that await you:
up to 50 million business and leisure travelers per year, from around the world, representing all age groups and walks of life. Where else is access to such a relevant
yet diverse target audience possible?

COMMUNITY
IN ACTION.
Meeting the challenges of the 21st century requires
collaboration—spanning company boundaries and industries. At LabCampus this understanding is at the
core of what we do. We appreciate the challenges
companies face. And we provide real-world solutions
based on input from both our residents and partners.
That’s an empowering work environment that fosters a
one-team approach, and inspires innovation and longterm business success. With an impact that resonates
far beyond campus boundaries.

EXPERT PANELS

KEYNOTES

Together towards the future.

WORKSHOPS
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SPORTS PROGRAMS

AFTER-WORK EVENTS

Engaged and connected
community management
Learning with
and from each other
Together in a shared process that emphasizes co-creation, we meet in both digital and
live formats to exchange know-how. We do
this by encouraging transfer of knowledge
and experience between ourselves and our
residents, among residents themselves
and beyond via our innovation partners. The
aim? That you generate new, powerful ideas
and solutions for your company.

Behind the seamless overall LabCampus experience
is a centralized hybrid approach. That’s the support
of our Community Management rounded off with a
range of additional services. And a digital platform
as the go-to interface for all residents. Here you’ll be
able to organize everything around living and working at LabCampus, as well as access bundled services. These are constantly updated by us to meet
ever-changing requirements. On campus, all needs
are met.

Networking with the right people
Collaboration between companies of varying sizes, from
different industries and regions isn’t all down to chance.
That’s why we connect you specifically with potential
partners as well as network and integrate you into our regional, national and international ecosystem. But we leave
a little bit to serendipity. Because chance encounters can
also lead to breakthrough innovations.

Question the familiar,
discover the new

Together towards the future.

In-depth knowledge of relevant trends and key
technologies is indispensable. But it only pays out
with a mindset that is constantly questioning the
status quo, trying out new things and taking calculated risks. We aim to invigorate this mentality
across LabCampus through external stimuli and
inspirational programs. Our goal is to create an environment that fosters creativity and productivity
so that emerging opportunities translate into business success. Your success!
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You can find more information about
our digital, hybrid and live formats at
www.labcampus.de/en/campus-life
or contact us directly:
community@labcampus.de

Feel free to contact us:
Tel: +49 89 975 657 01
Email: contact@labcampus.de

LabCampus GmbH
Nordallee 54
85356 München-Flughafen
Mailing address
Postfach 23 17 55
85326 München-Flughafen

Contact & imprint

www.labcampus.de
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DISCLAIMER
The content of this publication has been compiled with reference to July 2021 planning status and is therefore not
binding. The building drawings, open space illustrations, and interior visualizations are graphic representations provided by the architects. Any furnishings or decorations pictured should be viewed as examples only, which may still vary.
Truly binding, in terms of project scope and execution, is the rental contract and its appendices (building description,
plans, etc.). Otherwise, amendments of any kind are covered under this disclaimer.

